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Abstract 

51X cyclotrons using superconductivity are now 
producing beams. Three more are ne#ai-ing completion and 
designs are progressing for yet newer machines. Most of 
these cyclotrons are dedicated to nuclear physics 
research, but two are used for neutron radiation 
therapy and isotope production i-espectively and have 
then" small size as most significant feature. 
The design and the limitations of existing 
superconductIng cyclotrons. as well as possible future 
developments al-e discused. Cyclotrons with different 
design, nurrently in ttie stage of construction, design 
or conception *are briefly reviewed. 

Historic overview 

lkvelo~mect :2f cyclotrons with superconducting ~011s 

started ln the early 70's. more or less simultaneously 
(ai Mlchlgan State University :lJSAI and at Chalk River 
(Canada). Tne MSU machine wcis completed In 1982 111. 
the c??alk RlVW machlne. due to non-technical 
dlfflcl.l!tl%5, in 1985 121. A team from the university 
I> f Texas P&M buullt an improved version of the M.SU 
i-yclc;tr,3n, which was commssloned in 1987 [31 Flg.1 -, 
shows the Chalk-River- machIne as a ryp~cal example Of 
:hls first generar1cln 
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Fig. 1 The Chalk River superconducting cyclotron. 

In the same perlixl. a larger machlne was designed and 
built at MSU, for which partial funding had already 
been obtained In 1975. This development was done with 
strong participation by the cyclotron group from 
Milano iItaly!, who were working on a design proposal 
for a similar machine, to be used as a booster 
following a tandem accelerator. The MSU K-1200 became 
operational in 1989 14;. the Milan0 machine is now 
being moved to Its final destination in Catania 
(Sicily) and 1s expected to produce beam by the end of 
1991 [51. 
In the early 80's design work was begun in @say on a 
machine capable of accelerating protons as well as 
heavy ions. This cyclotron, since named AGOR, is now 
being built In an international collaboration by the 
IPN. Orsay, France and the KVI. Groningen, Netherlands 
161. 

These machines. to be used for research in nuclear 
physics, are aimed at beam energies in the range 5-200 
MeV/A. with an emphasis on heavy ions and relatively 
modest beam intensities. In contrast. the use of 
superconductivity has allowed the construction of low 
energy machines for medical applications that are close 
to tabletop size. A 50 MeV deuteron machine for neutron 
production. built at MSU and a 12 MeV proton machine 
for isotope production built by Oxford Instruments [71 
fall into this category. The deuteron machine, shown In 
fig. 2. has been built Into a gantry, allowing rotation 
around the patlent during radiation therapy. 

FIG. 2 -- Schematic View Of the KlOO neutron therapy 
cyclotron on a gantry to allow variations of the beam 
direction over a full 3600. 

me d-ton Oxford machlne. shown In flg.3 requires a 
room size of only 8.5*7.3 m-2. includlrg shieldirg and 
an automated radiochemistry set-up. Its first external 
beam was obtalned In March 1990. 

Fig. 3 OSCAR, a miniature 12 MeV proton machine 
made by Oxford Instruments. 
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The TRITRON, a booster for an MP tandem, is in 
construction in Munich Germany) and will be discussed 
in a later section. 

Comwct superconductim cyclotron 

All compact superconductincr cvclotrons use solenoidal 
main coils for-producing high magnetic fields. 
The azimuthal field modulation is produced by thick, 
spiralled pole sectors presenting narrow pole gaps. In 
order to reduce the stray magnetic field the magnetic 
circuit is completed by a yoke that entirely surrounds 
the coils. In the Oxford design additional coils are 
used instead of an iron yoke to reduce the stray field. 
All valley sectors are occupied by RF resonators, 
allowing a high energy gain per turn. Because of the 
small pole gap and the desire for low stray fields, the 
Inductive parts of the resonators extend vertically, in 
most cases through the bottoms of the valleys. 

Physical limitations 

The most fundamental high energy limit in any 
cyclotron for the most relativistic ions (l.e.protons) 
1-s fixed by the stopband resonance at nur-=N/2, in which 
N equals the number of magnet sectors. In a Ci-sector 
machine the highest energy is thus lim1tecl to 
approximately 250 MeV/A. 

For heavier ions a haslc limitation on the maximum 
eneqf 1s given by the 'Lending limit' as determined by 
the pole radius and the maxlmum field and expressed as 
the machine bending constant Kb: E/A < (Q/'A)*lWA)*15 

'Ihe strength of the vertical focusslng produced by 
fully saturated pole tips is fixed and therefore limits 
the allowable field index and therefore the maxImum 
beam energy. ?he focussing power of a given magnetic 
field is expressed as the focussIng constant Kf. The 
corresptiing maximum beam then 
E/A < (Q/A)*Kf. The MSU K-1200 hase:g?ery i?gh Kf = 
400, which allows the energy for fully stripped ions to 
approach the stoptiM limit for a 3sector machine. 
Surpassing this value would constitute a considerable 
design challenqe. as discussed in a later section. 

In addit;on to these upper lx~nds, the fixed 
flutter amplitude also leads to a low field limit, 
which 1s -determined In a X-sector machIne by the 
resonance nurf2*nuz=3. This resonance 1s linked to the 
rise of nuz at the magnet edge. Low-energy beams whit-h 
have a low field index and thus a high value of nuz. are 
therefore pushed to this resonance. In most 3sector 
machines this limit occurs at a field level of 
approximately 3 T. In the AGOR machine a spiral groove 
in the hills has lowered this limit to 1.8 T. 

Orbit scaling is a desirable feature in a compact 
cyclotron, i.e. the orbits of all beams should be 
similar [al. This feature is obtained when the strength 
of the electric fields scales with charge state and 
magnetic field as E= C* (',&'A) * B**Z. It 1s to be 
noted that the required electric fields are 
proportional to Q/A. It is therefore deslrabIe to tune 
the design in such a way that the electric field limit 
coincides with the focusslng limit discussed before. 

Typical RF voltages are 100 kV for machines with 
focussing constants of approximately 200 MeV and 200 kV 
for the MSU K-1200 (this value has not yet been 
achieved). Tne problem of voltage holdirg 1s most 

severe in the crowded central region: In the frrst turn 
the energy gain must IX sufficient for clearing the 
inflector housing while the orbit radius and therefore 
the electrode gaps are are small due to the high 
magnetic field. A high accelerating voltage is not 
essential for bean extraction, since orbit separation 
can be obtained by orbit precession, at least for 
low-intensity beams. 

Subsystem design 

Macrnet: the magnetic field in these cyclotrons is 
certainly not cylindrically symmetric. It is therefore 
noteworthy that full fledged 3-D design tools have not 
been required for designing these magnets 191. 
Separate methods are used for the calculation of the 
azimuthally averaged magnetic field and for the 
azimuthal field modulation. 
two-dimensional 

For the average field, 

the PoIsjoN code) 
finite element methods are used (e.g. 

in which the magnet is divided Into 
Lylindrical sections in which the azlmuthally averaged 
iron content is approximately constant. The material ln 
these sectlons is taken to be homogeneous with a 
permeability adjusted to represent the correct iron/air 
ratio in that section. For calculatiw the flutter, the 
pole surfaces are assumed to be fully saturated and the 
field in the median plan IS obtalned by summlnc~ the 
contributions from all surface elements of the poles. 
Field measurements have shown the accuracy of the 
average field to he in the order of 1% in ahsolute 
value. The assumption of 
incorrect at the 

constant magnetization being 
sector edges, the flutter 1s 

overestimated by a few percent. This effect Increases 
with decreasina field level: a reduction of the field 
modulation by 6% was found In a 3-D calculation of the 
AGOR field at an averaue level of 1.8 T. 

cf 
Main coils: since>the main cnl:? prcdu~:e up to 7~5~ 
the total field, the slhape of this field 

contrlblt1on must be adjl_lstable fol- the different 
slol~s required fcr hams of duffel-ent enrrg,es. Thl: 
is obtained by par-tlt1orl11x~ the ~:olls in two sections 
that can be indlvldually excited. The combination of 
high ci.uuents and the tendency to economize on the yoke 
cross section ieads to stron; aj:1al forces on the 
coils, u-1 some cases of oppo?ltr si,zn for different 
set.5 of currelnts 'The maximum f(Ji-ce k,tween upper iixi 
lower coil sets l‘anges il-om 14 MN attractive In the 
Chalk River machlne TO 4 MN in AGOR. CarefLil 
design and stress and deformatlnn of the 
coil suppc)rt structure. 

anaiysls 
LlSll-VJ 3--D finite element 

methods, are therefore requll ed ilo:. T-M COllS iit' 
most cyclotron.5 are bath cooled and are therefore 
cryostable. Tritron and AGOR use impregnated ~011s 
cch3led by liq'uid helium on their outside .surfact-s. The 
consequent lack of 
the stresses 

cryostablllty imposes 1 m1ts 01, 

inslde the windirlg package: sheal- str-ess 
must be kept lower than 
not exceeql 150 Mpa. 

20 MPa and hemp str-ess should 

Refriger-atlnn is r-equired at 4K and at 80K. At 4K 
thermal Ioss 1s mainly due to concluctlon 
supports and is 

through cull 
approximately 30 W for- the 

these machines. 
ldrgcr of 

A large source of l-eat 1~~s 1s 
associated with the current leads. at wh1ct1 1.5 1 of 
lii>lid helium 1s 
current. 

evapwated per kA of transported 
The load at 80 K 1s ralnly r-adiatlon 

determined and is typlc'slly 500 W. Tnls need can be met 
either by a supp1.y of liquid nlt.r-cgen or by cold hrlllun 
gas from the main refrigerator. 

InJection: Since high charge states car. only lx: 
produced in volumlnou- ion sources, nearly all compact 
cyclotron= use external sources. For heavy ions, an ECR 
source or even a tandem accelerator is used. Tandem 
beams are InJected in the median plane and are launched 
on the first orbit by strlpplng. 
inJected at 

ECR beam5 are axially 
energies of typically 211-30*0 keV. The 

small radius of the first orbit implies the need to 
extend the noses of the accelerating electrodes to a 
few cm from the magnet axis. This results in conflicts 
between requiremeints for voltage holdlrig, gap transit 
time, positioning tolerances and acceptance etc. A 
review of the design of such a central region 
in [al. 

is given 

RF system: The minimum amplitude of the .RF voltage 
on the accelerating electrodes 
requirement 

is determlned by the 
of clearil?g the obstacles in the central 

region. Since the isochronism of the magnetic field can 
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be sufficiently good to allow at least 1000 turns in 
the machine, the energy gain per turn does not have to 
be very high on this account. 
Even then, voltage holding is an essental problem in a 
compact machine. Unfortunately, the well-known 
Kilpatrick criterion [ll] is not valid in the presence 
of a magnetic field, and the treatment and cleanliness 
of the electrode surfaces as well as the composition of 
the vacuum rest vapour have an important influence on 
voltage holding, of which no quantitative knowledge 
seems to be available. In practice, MSU has reported 
100 kV/cm parallel to the magnetic field on a total 
surface of the order of 100 cm‘2. approximately 30% 
higher than the Kilpatrick criterion. 
The high voltage in the gaps is accompanied by high 
currents in the short circuits. Linear densities may be 
as high as 60 A/cm and require carefully designed and 
cooled RF contacts [121, [131. 
The range of orbital frequencies of the ions is 
apprc)simately 6-20 MHz and acceleration 1s done on 
harmonics 1. 2, 3 or 4. Resonators are half-wave 
coaxial line snuctures in nearly all machines, quarter 
wave stubs extending up and down through holes in the 
klppel- and lowet- magnet poles. Tuning is done by means 
of moveable short circuits. For first harmonic 
acce;eration the resonators are long. The interna 1 
c:~nductor must thei-efcore be mechanically silpprted by 
means (of an insulator which is placed as close as 
possible to the median plane and which also serves as a 
vacuum seal. However, the insulator pioses an upper 
limit to the rf frequency and is therefore not feasible 
in a proton machine such as AGClR. For the resonator 
bleslgn. the classical method of curvilinear squares 
supported b)~ a cer-tain amount of mtiel work continues 
to be ,sed. The use of tools such as POISSON a& 
SUPERFISH is required when isolator-s or non-cylindrical 
r-anflL-urst1ons need detailed analysis. The fields inthe 
resonators west obey strict phase relatiorzs. dependiq 
cn the- nttir of resonators and the harmonic number. 
PI-WIS~OI-I ?I& stability DLLS:~ be well below an<3 the 
regulation electronics must prowde an amplitude 
stahllit); of 1ilOOOO. 

Rxtrac-iicn. &am extractlcn from a compact 
'cyclotron must ?vercome the following main 
difficulties: 
li me high magnetic field leads to small orbit 
separation from acceleration. It is therefore very 
iiifficult to obtain single turn e,xtraction and orbit 
sepeiratinn has to be obtained by orbit precession 
following passage through the nur=l resonance at the 
pole edge. The orbit separation that can be obtained in 
this way is, however, limited by other resonances and 
the strong non-linearity of the field. For this reason 
the first extraction element is invariably an 
electrostatic deflector: its septum is thin and the 
penetration of its field into the region of circulating 
Learn is negligeably small. However. 
11) An electrostatic deflector is relatively 
ineffective. This is caused by long-known limits on 
voltage holding [14] in a strong magnetic field. A 
realistic maximum for the product VE of fieldstrength 
and voltage seems to be approximately S.Ell V*V/m. 
corresponding e.g. to a voltage of 80 kV over a 8 mm 
gap [151. The effect of such an electrical field is 
rather small: it is typically equivalent to a reduction 
of the magnetic field with 0.1 T. Additional magnetic 
extraction elements are therefore needed. 
iii) The field fall-off near the magnet edge implies 
the presence of a number of resonances, some of which 
must be passed. In fig.4 a typical resonance diagram is 
presented, showing the different resonances associated 
with beam extraction. Because of these resonances. 
beams are very sensitive to field imperfections, the 
most dangerous of which are the first harmonic field 
component, which must not exceed a few gauss, and the 
second harmonic of the field gradient with a maximum of 

1.0 
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0.0 

Fig.4: Typical resonance diagram, showing the 
approach of the nur+Pnuz=3 resonance. 

typically a few gauss/cm. Imperfections have various 
origins: 
31 intrinsic asymmetries due to imperfect machining or 
assembly of the magnet. Typical machining and assembly 
tolerances on the poles and the hill sectors are 
therefore 0.1 mm or even lower. 
b) Imperfectly centrered main coils. Off-centering may 
be required for reducing stresses in the radial coil 
supports if the yoke has no azimuthal symmetry. 
cj Stray fields of magnetic extraction elements. 

iv) Rre-extraction orbits do not scale with particle 
momentum: the smallest extraction radii are associated 
with the lowest energy beams with low Q/A values which 
have a high magnetic rigidity. 

i I 
4.2m O.D. ---- 

Fig.5: Median plane section of the MSU K-1200, 
showing the magnetostatic extraction elements. 



The entrance of the electrostatrc deflector is thus a: 
the smallest radius for the stiffest beams, resulting 
in high deflecting fields. At the same t:me, the large 
width of the nur=l resonance I161 leads to an 
enhanced sensitivity to field perturbations which must 
typically be controlled to 0.1-0.2 mT in a 5 T main 
field. 
As explained above. magnetostat.ic elements are used in 
most machines. A.5 an example, fig.5 shows a median 
plane section of the MSU K-1200 machine, show:% t?e 
number arti location of these elements. The radial 
positions of these have to be adjusted for differer.t 
be-, so ti-at yoke and vacuum penetrations, 
pusltionirq mechanisms and motor drive systems are 
required for al: channels. 
elements, 

Instead of magnetostatic 
electromagnetic channels may bc- used as shown 

in fig.6 which represents a median pla:lc section of the 
AGOR cyclotron. These must provide focussing as well as 
deflect ion and must satisfy stringent requirements on 
the stray field at the location cf the circulating 
beam. Although the separation between cxcu:at~ng ari 

exTracted beam at the first channel 
l-i cm, 

typ1ca: l}. is only 
very careful design of the cor&-l&or 

configuration al lows a r-edurtion of the stm) f i i.? 1 d t ii 
approximately 1 mT for a deflecting field of (1.2 T. as 
shown in fig.7. For deflectors at such small distances 
from the circulating beam. 
not feasible. 

use of supei-conduct ivi ty is 
Copper coriduct3rs are therefo1.e Ued at 

high current <densit ies (exzeedinq 100 r&‘mrrz) teca?ls+ 
of space 1 imit.at ions Further- a!org ttlr e>.Tract: ;c~n pat fi 
superccriduct 1~3~ c!-ianne 1 s can be cnvissged : the InIn 1 I.; 
River and AMR cyc lotr-or~~ feat .II? s1 ~ch c-hanne 1s 

Fig.6: Cross section of the AGCR cyclotron, showing 
the tiree extractron devices ESD, ENCl, EMC?. 
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Fig.7 The magnetic rields inside and outside the 

extraction channel E51Cl. 
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Vacuum: Ihe vacuum requirements in these 
cyclotrons are modestly in the low lo”-7 torr range. 
&ping access to the accelerating chamber, however, is 
difficult. For this reason most compact machines use 
cryonanels located insrde the RF acceleratrng 
eiectrodes, augmented by turbopumps located outside the 
yoke and therefore severely conductance limited in 
p~plng speed. In ;lle El.1 and Chalk River machiner;. this 
main liquefier is used to supply !iq!:i”, helium to the 
cryopanll s In t-he Mi lane and AKR cycloti-ens separate 
~r~ycgrnerstors me used. In Ml 131>1:# a special ly designed 
unit is located close ts tlhe cryopanel inside the 
maS:hin? [171 In AG0R a rryqellel-atsr 01n tol-> of the 
,cy:lot.ron is used tc conderve III tr ti;~‘n and hydrcqrn 
TIP i iqu-i& al-e transported down by g~-svl ty through 
irarllated pipes ~rc~u I! t,d il r.;lsle t i~e 1inie1 r~-~lKlui-tc~I- <*f 
t11e I?* I-eir~3l-l~to1 t/L’! P:‘apny a!. ill t; CT,l IYt od LLi t ht-- 
pumping pane 15: Thi? Pv’ap 81 at, +2 cr .Y ‘5 r1 .%F cwxi ii-‘ 
rrco:7!deln~ed [lFi I 

-n-i-It-l sll&x1-rontlllct -‘I -.-~.sy ~.“.,A I bi j -0 ,..: 

i\ f t’ II I.4‘ l[~,XTt Ii-i t r->Y tal~T!~i~. r-II*.‘) \j:v’ Cl,it’ .Ilit’ ~31 +‘, Ill fI,i.i+, 
been, thsed C’ll T des I gn b~~--ii ii:-. f ,..; 1 y ~Iparat e,i 
I;txterz The f irsi (‘8 f i.he:;F WA. i tit: zwx pi, 1rrt 

dtwr!i.~~!e~l 1 n t,re e,:, 1 y HI-i t-; by j ‘21.’ i 1:: 1:; ?I1 UllCh [ 1 ;I. 
This p*-r 8qea _‘cw ii kl, :l-11X1 Mr\: macl-ii~:i’ wi:: n 11 ?~und:-d 
It5 :;rm14:ci.li TF I TlwN :miim 1 ii f 1 ,q P w7.i iiiiI.i.Yl 1:. 
1 4p, ;:;.I1 JIlti i 2 *i:w 1 n ill I A<-~w,-, ‘t’x: St”& .f 
, ‘L-,,-LL.T. !‘I ,-‘I~ 1 I : 

Fig. 8: The separated orbit cyclotron TRITR% 

TF?ITFON is the worlds first separated orbit cyclotron, 
a variety first proposed in 1963 [Xl. It has a 20-t>urn 
spiral of channel magnets with a field of 
approximately 1.4 T. produced by superconducting coils. 
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The turn separation is 4 cm and six superconducting 
cavities w:th a max~~~um rf voltaqe of 530 kV at a fixed 
frequency of 170 MHz provide -acceleration. It will 
function as an energy multiplier by a factor 4.9 for 
the tar-den beams injected into it, final energies being 
44 MeV for protons, 20 MeV/A for fully stripped ions 
and 7.6 MeVIA for ions with Q/4=0.3. 

A moi‘e recent proposal for a separated sector 
cyclotron is the EULIMA prolect [Xl. It has four 
sector-s, pclwered by a cormnon set of circular- coils, as 
shown in fig.9. The machine IC Intended for cancer 
treatment by icln irradiation and will accelerate ions 
like c. 0 aid Ne to energies up to 400 MeV/A. The ions 
318 LO lx p~cd~recl 111 an EC; 
inJected axiilly 

1 CT: so:u-l-e and ~111 be 

Fig li: EULIMA. a proposed separated sector 
cyclotron for radiation therapy. 

At ,:ANIL (C~ien, France;, a feasibility study is 
tg:ing ma,% for an additiolnal th:rd separated sector 
cyclotrnn for l~~~sting the beam energy to100 MeViA for 
low ct1xge state 1on.5 and tc 5X MeV/A for fully 
4-rlpped 10~~. The design :s shr,wn in fig. IO. 

Fig. 10: CSS3, the preliminary design for a GANIL 
booster. 

In Belgrade (Yougoslavia), conceptual design studies 
have been made on the feasibility of an air-core 
superconducting cyclotron [241. This approach 
eliminates the constraints associated with the 
constancy of the flutter inherent in the use of 
saturated iron magnet poles. 

F?&ure develoments 

Energies surpassing 200 MeViA require iat least) 
fourfold symmetry as well as higher bending and 
focussing constants than obtained in the MSU K1200. 
However, surpasses these parameters in a compact 
cyclotron seems to present a number of considerable 
chal lenges: i) a higher focussirg constant would 
require an even tighter spiral, which is at least 
undesirable for orbit dynamics and which presents 
problems for the rt resonator design. 111 A higher 
bending constant, whether obtalned through higher field 
or through increased size, will lead to high voltage 
problems for rf and/or for extraction. In addition, the 
strong attractive forces on the poles will present a 
serious engineering problem. iii1 mraction will be 
very difficult, aithough the AGCR design has a certain 
margin for further development. Although 
superconducting channels having essentially zero stray 
fields have been designed [251, the close distance to 
the high energy beams causes heating through beam loss 
and makes the cryogenic design of such a channel very 
difficult. 

The development towards very compact low-energy 
machines is likely to be continued, e.g. for on-line 
production of positron emitting nuclldes for PET 
systems. 

A not yet fully explored possibility is a 
synch?-ocyclotron with superconducting coils, which 
could be a competitor for a separated sector machine in 
applications where high average beam currents are not 
required. A preliminary design of such a machine with 
K=250 has been made by H.Blosser at MSU 1261. 
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